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folklore, heritage politics and ethnic diversity - folklore, heritage politics and ethnic diversity a festschrift
for barbro klein edited by pertti j. anttonen in collaboration with anna-leena siikala, stein r. mathisen and leif
magnusson performing knowledge - nyu - in folklore, heritage politics, and ethnic diversity: festschrift for
barbro klein.edited by pertti j. anttonen, with anna-leeena siikala, stein r. mathisen, and leif ... politics of
joking: ethnic jokes and their ... - folklore - politics of joking: ethnic jokes and their targets in estonia. tic
similarities between the groups telling jokes about each other (estonians about latvians and latvians about
estonians) or even any cultural or eco-nomic ties (estonians about blacks), neither are the nations involved in a
jok- frank j. korom - boston university - frank j. korom department of religion boston university 145 bay
state road ... professor of religion and anthropology, boston university, september 2009-present affiliated
professor of folklore & mythology, harvard university, september 2015-present ... folklore, heritage politics,
and ethnic diversity: a festschrift for barbro klein ... introduction: dynamic perspectives of identity
politics - introduction: dynamic perspectives of identity politics art leete identity is a concept that
concentrates cultural researchers’ thinking and dis - cussions around a search for an explanation to human
behaviour and ideas behind it. identity appears to us as a contradictory idea that can be perceived tradition
through modernity anttonen, pertti juhani - of the network and project is well represented in two books.
folklore, heritage politics, and ethnic diversity: a festschrift for barbro klein was published in 2000 by the
multicultural centre in botkyrka, sweden. the second book, creating diversities: folklore, religion and the
politics of heritage, was frank j. korom - boston university - frank j. korom department of religion boston
university 145 bay state road boston, ma 02215 ... ph.d. folklore and folklife, university of pennsylvania, 1992.
... folklore, heritage politics, and ethnic diversity: a festschrift for barbro klein. 2000. botkyrka, popular
traditions, folklore and politics - popular traditions, folklore and politics ... here folklore material is still
considered today an important part of the ethnic cultural heritage; it has retained its communicative capacity
and as a sign of the past or a symbol differentiating us from others it continues to play an important role in
building and selected readings on heritage, ethnicity, and migration - selected readings on heritage,
ethnicity, and migration alba, richard. "the twilight of ethnicity among americans of european ancestry: the
case of italians." ethnic and racial studies 8 (1985): 134-158. alba, richard. ethnic identity: the transformation
of white america. new haven: yale university press, 1990. religion and the politics of ethnic identity in
bahia, brazil - religion and the politics of ethnic identity in bahia, brazil selka, stephen published by university
press of florida selka, stephen. religion and the politics of ethnic identity in bahia, brazil.
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